DUST & BONES: StraightShitDoomyRock with kick-ass-attitude
Straightforward, reduced to the essential, hard punky Rock, based on Hard Rock grooves with nasty
guitars tuned into the basement and a whole lot of fun in the dusty bones. These guitar sounds, a
striking voice and plenty of power are melded on the new album “RockItDeEP“, which will be
released on June 13, 2014 through Dr. Music Records and all this in the well known rough DUST &
BONES manner. The etiquette becomes a minor matter and the guys give musical vent to their
feelings.
DUST & BONES are a well-known squad in the German Rock underground since they published their
first demo in 2000 which provided them a lot of positive feedback. After a few live gigs with bands
such as Postmortem, Cockroach, Karkadan and DownEightOne, a deal with the German label Metal
Axe Records followed in 2004. There the DUST & BONES debut album “Liberator“ was released in July
2005. More gigs followed, among others as tour support for Onkel Tom Angelripper in April 2006. Via
Firefield Records they successfully released their last album “666 Neurotic Bombs“ in 2010 and
earned good press reviews again. Already at the beginning of 2012 the guys visited Marc Ayerle at
his studio in Ludwigsburg to start recording new material. With him DUST & BONES were able to grab
a producer who received an excellent reputation in the music scene primarily for his work as live
mixer for End Of Green. And exactly this reputation reflects in the transparent and powerful
production of the new songs on “RockItDeEP“. DUST & BONES have definitely gone one step further
in their development and they have an ace up their sleeve for the German Heavy Rock maniacs.
To determine “Fight The Black Dog“ as the kick-off for the new creation is certainly no coincidence
but strategic talent: concise guitar sounds and energetic, catchy vocals constitute the proper
salutation for everything that may come. In the following song “Alright On The Very Right Side“ DUST
& BONES carry on with very clear words where they ask party poopers, which want to steal their time
with missionary zeal, to go to hell. In “Say Hello (To A Bunch Of Idiots)“ they provide useful
pedagogical tips for dealing with hardship cases: «Take it or hate it don‘t give a damn». Although
they provide clearly calmer tones in the penultimate title on the fresh EP, “Unseen“ in no case is less
snotty but exudes positively the winking charm of the four musicians around bassist and vocalist
Thorsten and his energetic combatants Jarle on the drums as well as Bernd and Dirk on the dusty
guitars.
You can convince yourself audiovisually now as well, because DUST & BONES released with „Unseen“
and „FightTheBlackDog“ two musicvideos. With the ew record, DUST&BONES remain true to their very
own style and theier snotty attitude... Let‘s RockItDeEP!

Line-Up:
Thorsten: Vocals & Bass
Bernd: Guitar
Dirk: Guitar
Jarle: Drums

Tracklist RockItDeEP:
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Fight The Black Dog
Alright (On The Very Wrong Side)
Erase It
Say Hello (To A Bunch Of Idiots)
Intermission
Unseen
One More Last Song (Extra Track)
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